Military Occupation Codes

Air Force
- Communication - Computer Systems Control - MOC 3C2X1
- Communication - Computer Systems Operations - MOC 3C0X1
- Communication - Computer Systems Planning & Implementation - MOC 3C3X1
- Communication - Computer Systems Programming - MOC 3C0X2
- Electrical Power Production Apprentice - MOC 3E0X2

Army
- Construction Engineering Supervisor - MOC 21H
- Prime Power Production Specialist - MOC 21P
- Transmission and Distribution Specialist - MOC 52G or 21Q
- Interior Electrician - MOC 21R
- Technical Engineering Specialist - MOC 21T
- Fuel and Electrical System Repair - MOC 63G
- Mapping Technician

Marines
- Utilities - MOC 11
- Engineer, Construction, Facilities, and Equipment - MOC 13
- Fuel and Electrical Mechanic - MOC 3524

Navy
- Construction Electrician - MOC CE
- Construction Mechanic - MOC CM
- Construction Engineer - MOC EA1
- Electricians Mate - MOC EM-4615, EM-4626, EM-R641, EM-4650
- Electricians Mate (Nuclear Field) - MOC EM
- Engineman - MOC EN-4302, EN-4303, EN-4304, EN-4305, EN-4308
- Engineman (Advanced Technical Field) - MOC EN-4316, EN-4324, EN-4333, EN-4340, EN-4342
- Electronics Technician - MOC ET-1402, ET-1403, ET-1404, ET-1407
- Electronics Technician (Advanced Electronics Computer Field) - MOC ET-1493
- Electronics Technician (Nuclear) - MOC ET
- Electronics Technician (Submarine) - MOC ET-14AA, ET-14AB
- FFG 7 Gas Turbine Electrical Maintenance Technician - MOC 4129
- Gas Turbine System Technician - MOC ET-GS
- Gas Turbine Systems Technician -- Electrical - MOC GSE-4123, GSE-4129, GSE-1435
- Gas Turbine Systems Technician -- Electrical (Advanced Technical Field) - MOC GSE-4143, GSE-4142, GSE-4141
- Gas Turbine Systems Technician -- Mechanical - MOC GSM-4133, GSM-4128, GSM-4126, GSM-4124
- Gas Turbine Systems Technician -- Mechanical (Advanced Technical Field) - MOC GSM-4136
- Machinist Mate - MOC MM-4201
- Machinist Mate (Advanced Technical Field) MOC MM-4234
- Machinist Mate (Nuclear Field) - MOC MM-4204
- Machinist Mate (Submarine) - MOC MM-4235
- Machinery Repairman MOC MR-4402, MR-4404
- Missile Technician (Advanced Electronics Field) - MOC MT-3310, MR-3311, MR-3312
- Utilitiesman - MOC UT-6104, UT-6105
- Utility Lineman - MOC CE2